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Continuing Disclosure

Conference
Courtesy of
The Municipal Advisory Council
December 5th, 2013 3:00-4:30pm
Chief Education Officer MSRB

Register Today: 313-963-0420
VisTa Tech Center, Schoolcraft College
Livonia, Michigan

Michigan Roads
A Bumpy Ride

F

orget the road not taken. If things
do not change, there may be no
road at all. For the past 10 years, Michigan has been in an economic slump
and any idea to raise revenue to repair
and improve roads and bridges across
the state was relegated to a locked upper room, with no access. Mums the
word; no policymaker would touch
the topic for fear of retribution come
next election cycle.
Today we find ourselves a bit better
off economically and yet still bouncing road repair around – to say yes
to any vehicle registration or tax increase is possible political suicide
– and yet it’s necessary if we want
safe roads. Who wants taxes raised?
Do you? Does your neighbor? See
ROADS page 4.

Do You have an article or
idea to share with the MAC?
Well, we’d like to hear them.
Email or call us today.
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Rule 15c2-12 & SEC Enforcement

B

ack in 2010, amendments were approved by the Securities and Exchange Commission to Rule 15c2-121 which applies to brokers, dealers and municipal securities dealers – who serve as underwriters in a primary offering of municipal securities. Part of the rule addresses primary
offerings and actions of underwriters and it also outlines information that
must be included in the issuer continuing disclosure agreement. The amendments focused solely on continuing disclosure – not primary disclosure.
One major change involved notice of certain events and when to file with
the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board – the requirement that notice be
given for a list of events considered “material” was removed. Instead, certain
of those events are now mandatory triggers for disclosure, and include payment delinquencies of principal and interest, adverse tax opinions, ratings
changes and several other events. Along with that change, new events were
added including bankruptcy, mergers or acquisitions, a change in trustee,
and more. And the timing to give notice was set at 10 business days. See
Disclosure on Page 2.

MSRB - What’s New?

T

he MAC recently sat down
with Ritta McLaughlin and
Jennifer Galloway of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking
Board for an interview about
developments at the MSRB,
which oversees the municipal
securities market and operates the EMMA® website. Ritta,
the MSRB’s chief education officer, will be speaking at MAC’s
fall conference held at the Vista
Tech Center, Schoolcraft College in December 2013. Jennifer
serves as the MSRB’s chief communications officer. See Page 8.

Ritta McLaughlin and Jennifer Galloway of
the MSRB
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Disclosure from Page 1
In November 2012, Elisse Walter,
Commissioner of the SEC wrote,

provisions. Unfortunately, she said enforcement often comes too late: after
investors become victims.

“For the last three years, I’ve been
reminding market participants, investors, and market observers — in
fact the whole world — that, under
existing law, municipal investors
get what I call ‘second-class’ status. That is because the SEC, the
only Federal agency charged with
protecting investors in our capital
markets, has only limited authority to protect these unfortunate
‘second-class’ investors …. Existing
law expressly excludes direct SEC
regulation of municipal disclosure
other than by enforcement of antifraud provisions. There are exemptions from offering registration and
continuing reporting for municipal securities. More significant, we
can’t set baseline disclosure standards for issuers of municipal bonds
or require that municipalities make
fundamental information — such
as audited financial statements —
available to investors.” 2

The SEC Report on the Municipal
Securities Market was unanimously
approved in July 2012.3 The report
discusses several improvements in the
disclosure practices of municipal issuers already seen — from enforcement,
to further amendments to Rule 15c212, even internet changes. “Today, we
have EMMA and we see additional voluntary information being submitted
to the MSRB site, said John McNally,
partner at Hawkins Delafield & Wood
LLP who added, “But there’s more that
can be done. It would be helpful for the
SEC to provide an update to the Commission’s 1994 Interpretive Guidance
on disclosure [for municipal securities].”

In essence, she said, the SEC can
only offer indirect municipal market
oversight by regulating intermediaries who underwrite and sell municipal securities and, under Dodd Frank,
regulating those who provide financial advice to municipalities.
She also wrote that the SEC enforces
the Federal securities law antifraud

The SEC report highlighted market
participant concerns with regard to
continuing disclosure – such as incomplete filings, undisclosed events, and
non-compliance with undertakings
in continuing disclosure agreements.
And it recommended giving the SEC
more authority over disclosure and
requiring audited financial statements
when deemed appropriate.
A Word on Disclosure
While it’s true that complete disclosure is required with an initial offering,
and when a tender offer is made to purchase outstanding securities, “There is
2
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no such requirement over the life of
the bond issue,” said McNally. He further explained that, “Any information
that is material must be disclosed. An
issuer’s continuing disclosure obligations are determined to by its 15c2-12
agreement.” That said, if statements
are made, there’s an obligation to ensure the statements are true. And part
of Rule 15c2-12 obliges the underwriter to get a commitment from the
issuer – to offer ongoing disclosure.4
That SEC rule forms the legal backbone for continuing disclosure.
Antifraud
In May 2010, the SEC wrote that it
interprets antifraud provisions of the
federal securities laws to require municipal securities underwriters to have
a reasonable basis for recommending any municipal securities including evaluation of the probability that
a municipality will do what is asked:
offer ongoing disclosure that Rule
15c2-12 requires. The Commission
also wrote that it was doubtful that an
underwriter could form a reasonable
basis to recommend a security if the
municipality did not comply with its
existing continuing disclosure agreements.
Today, after recurring disclosure delinquencies it seems the SEC is starting to crack down through stricter
interpretations of the rule. It is one
way to enforce without changing Rule
15c2-12.
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“Mandatory, minimum
disclosure requirements
for municipal issuers are
appropriate, are
necessary, and are
virtually inevitable.”
SEC Commissioner John
Evans, 1977
Commissioner John R. Evans, “The

Recent Cases
West Clark School District
This July, for the first time, the SEC
charged an issuer, an underwriter,
and one of its officials with misleading disclosure for falsely stating that
he issuer was meeting its secondary
market disclosure obligations. West
Clark Community Schools in Clark
County, Indiana issued the bonds and
City Securities Corp was the underwriter. The latter is also charged with
improper gift giving to other issuers
and listing those expenses as bond
issuance costs – thereby reimbursing
the firm.
If an issuer has not agreed to disclose annual financial information
and events as they occur, underwriters
cannot issue bonds. The issuer must
disclose instances where it did not
comply with its disclosure obligations
over the past five years.
Well, West Clark Community
Schools agreed in the official state-

ment for $52 million of bonds it issued
in March 2005 to disclose annual financial and operating information as well
as event notices, according to the SEC.
City Securities underwrote $31 million
of bonds for West Clark in December
2007. And in its official statement the
school district claimed it had not failed
to meet its disclosure obligations during the previous five years – but the
statement was false and violated securities antifraud laws; West Clark did not
submit any disclosure documents between 2005 and 2010. City Securities
was also charged – with not performing
due diligence. The underwriter too was
charged. City Securities violated the
antifraud rules and the MSRB’s Rule
G-17.5
The school district did not meet its
prior continuing disclosure obligations
– and that was material. McNally said,
“The underwriter did not have proper
procedures in place under 15c2-12(c).”
And that is the enforcement path the
SEC elected to take. “From the issuer
perspective, it’s simply a case of being
accurate. From the underwriter perspective, there’s concern not only about
10b-5 failure but also whether its procedures to review issuer compliance
with continuing disclosure agreements
are sufficient. Written controls and procedures are important.”
The SEC could have enforced Rule
15c2-12(b)(5)i which says an underwriter cannot underwrite municipal
securities in a primary offering unless
it has determined reasonably that the
issuer will provide annual financial information and material event disclosure.
3
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Read more detail and analysis here:
West Clark School District – Indiana,
Hawkins Advisory
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
In a recent case in Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, the SEC’s investigation
found misleading statements were
made in the city’s budget report, annual and mid-year financial statements, and a State of the City address.
And the SEC charged the municipality for making misleading statements
– this time outside of the disclosure
documents. “What is important in
the Harrisburg case is that it marks
an expansion of what is covered under antifraud liability,” said McNally.
“The SEC looked at budgetary documents and the mayor’s address. It’s
important to be careful. Any disclosure where you reasonably expect to
reach investors, subjects you to the
possibility of antifraud liability,” said
McNally. “When you give an address
about the state of the city, investors
look to that and you need to be careful – what if you are wrong?” See
Harrisburg Pennsylvania which offers more detail.
South Miami
In May 2013 the SEC accepted a settlement from the City of South Miami. The SEC said the city violated
portions of the Securities Act of 1933
– specifically that it violated Sections
17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3). In short the
order stated that the city had mate-
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John McNally,
partner at Hawkins, Delafield &
Wood LLP

rial misrepresentations and omissions in the 2006 tax certificate and
loan agreement from the same year.
The city was a borrower in pooled
conduit municipal financings in 2002
and later in 2006 of the Florida Municipal Loan Council. The project
initially began as a municipal parking garage which later morphed into
a public parking structure combined
with retail – directed by a for-profit
developer. Bond counsel told the city,
proceeds from the loan could not be
used to fund the retail development.
And just a month later the city loaned
funds to the developer.
And later in 2005 the city leased the
entire building to the developer, the
retail portion and the garage. Bottom line: the city didn’t meet its contracted obligations as to the use of
the bond proceeds – to the issuer and
bond counsel – nor to the market.
Then in 2006 when the city became
a borrower in pooled financing it did
not notify the conduit issuer or bond
counsel of those past actions, which
in the end jeopardized the tax exempt
status of bonds from 2002 and 2006 –
because those proceeds were used for
private use.

There were misrepresentations in
documents which investors did not
see but which were used by bond
counsel to decide whether the issue
was tax exempt or not – and they
come under the umbrella of federal
securities law liability.
McNally said, “In South Miami
what the SEC said is that if the issuer
is doing tax certification as part of a
bond closing document, bond counsel will rely on it. And because that
tax exempt information becomes
part of a statement and is one reason for people to buy the bond, you
will be liable if there are misstatements in those tax documents. The
closing documents if a basis for what
goes into disclosure, can affect you.
Antifraud liability comes into play.”
This time the SEC decided to look
beyond preliminary and final official
statements – and other documents
that investors might see. Check out
South Miami - Hawkins Advisory to
learn more.
[1]http://www.msrb.org/msrb1/
pdfs/SECRule15c2-12.pdf
[2]http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/corpgov/2012/11/18/enhancing-disclosure-in-the-municipal-securitiesmarket-what-now/#printable Posted
by Elisse Walter, Commissioner, U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission, on Sunday November 18, 2012
[3]Available at http://sec.gov/news/
studies/2012/munireport073112.
pdf.
4
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[4] Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe
LLP “Disclosure Obligations of Issuers of Municipal Securities”, written
by Brooke D. Abola and Stephen A.
Spitz
[5]See http://www.msrb.org/Rulesand-Interpretations/MSRB-Rules/
General/Rule-G-17.aspx
[6] Note: 10b-5 -- The SEC rule prohibits any materially misleading
statements or omissions resulting in
fraud or deceit in connection with
the purchase or sale of any security.

Roads from Page 1
In the near term, lawmakers have
put yet another band aid on a decade
old problem because they were unable to agree on a long-term fix back
in June 2013 and unable to put a ballot measure up for vote in November.
On Oct. 1, 2013, $350 million of
state surplus revenue will be slated
for transportation next year. Of that,
$120 million will be used just to
match all federal road dollars leaving $230 million in one-time funds
to address a fraction of the total road
need. “And that $230 million gets
split in half,” said Kirk Steudle, Michigan Transportation Director. “Half is
available for roads and risk programs
and the other half, [$115] million will
get allocated for other road uses.”
In fact, the second $115 million
won’t even go to roads if other state
departments are deemed in distress
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and can make a case that they need
the money more. Either way, it’s not
a fix.
When asked for an opinion about
the legislature determining how
funds get spent, Steudle explained,
“There’s a well-established planning
process with lawmakers at the local
level and they help drive decisions
about spending on trunk lines. We
work with [those] local officials. At
some point, many individuals who
come from local government may
find themselves in Lansing, and because of their prior roles, they expect
to be asked for their opinions. But
MDOT solicits input from local officials, “as we always have,” he said. He
added, “And those that have assumed
roles in Lansing, don’t always like it.”
The Federal process does not allow
“the legislature to pick which roads
get fixed and which don’t,” explained
Steudle. “We look at the roads from a
full network perspective, as an asset,
and ask what is its useful life? How can
we maximize the investment based on
the useful life expected and where it
is along that curve?” While it’s true
that the legislature is a voice – there
are others to consider. “We seriously
consider all views when making decisions,” emphasized Steudle, adding,
“including residents, the local city officials and the legislature.”
MDOT has a five-year plan available for download [MDOT 5 YearPlan]. It serves as blueprint for road
repair and improvement. Steudle said,
“We look at our investments in totality, how they impact a whole system.

It would be easy to say…these particular roads are most important….
or those are. But our plan looks at
Michigan’s entire road network with
focus on improvements deemed
necessary to enable goods and people to effectively and efficiently
move throughout the state.”
Earlier this year, Governor Rick
Snyder in his budget recommendation, asked for $1.2 billion in new
revenue for roads using taxes and
fees and a combination of the two.
And it appears he will get only a
fraction of what is really needed unless proposed changes take effect.
Two proposals under consideration:
House Bill 4632 (Schmidt) would
increase vehicle registration fees
for most vehicles by 20 percent and
reduce annual depreciation. The
legislation also would impose an
additional $75 fee on the owners
of alternative – hybrid/electric vehicles and raise motorcycle fees too
via different calculation.
House Bill 4630 (McCready) includes changes to the Michigan Vehicle Code. Higher registration fees
for historic vehicles, a $7 increase
in driver’s license renewal fees and
dropping $25 registration rate for
vehicles used exclusively for farming purposes.
Any solution will involve pain.
“It’s a big number, $1.2 billion. The
general fund money in the budget
is $9 billion and we’re talking about
adding a bit over 13%,” said Steudle.
And it’s overdue. The $115 million
currently on the table won’t go far,”
5
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said Steudle.
There are plenty of proposals being
tossed around these days. They include increasing the sales tax, increasing registration fees, increasing fuel
taxes, adding a wholesale tax on fuel,
and others.
Steudle said, “Raising the gas tax is
not enough, nor is raising the registration fee. And registration fees are
not by themselves inclusive because
out-of-state drivers don’t pay those. If
a sales tax [gas] component is included then everything in the state that is
purchased or consumed will contribute to revenue.” The real question deserving an answer: will the legislature
be willing to tackle raising taxes. Multiple votes are required to make multiple tax changes which include gas tax,
sales tax, registration fees and possibly
combinations of taxes. “It might be too
political,” said Steudle.
Steudle said MDOT has considered
alternatives to pay for improvements.
On occasion Steudle has asked for a
show of hands on the issue while giving presentations -- if someone raises
the question. MDOT takes no position on toll roads but, “Polling indicates half are for it and half are against
it,” he said. “Some wonder why we [in
Michigan] don’t have them. It comes
from the legislature, not MDOT,”
Steudle explained. “I-75 has two lanes
and we cannot put a toll on existing
lanes, only on new construction.” Federal law prohibits it, but there are exceptions: new routes can be toll roads.
And this means adding a new lane on
an existing interstate would allow for
tolling.
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Michigan Roads:
Did You Know?

The “Moving Ahead for Progress in the
21st Century Act” (MAP-21) of 2012 authorized additional toll lanes to be added to
existing free lanes for added capacity. There
are also two pilot programs in the works:
Value Pricing Pilot Program and an Interstate Reconstruction Program. The Value
Pricing program allows for toll plans that
vary with traffic congestion. And the Interstate program allows three states to rebuild
aging freeways (interstate) through toll revenues.
MDOT is looking at innovative ways to
make improvements at low cost. Plans include P3s – public private partnerships. In
a release, Steudle, said, “This is an information-gathering stage, the first step to starting a conversation about what’s possible
in financing and building infrastructure.
We’re looking for innovations that will save
taxpayer dollars, improve service and efficiency, and enhance public safety.”
MDOT has looked over the fence at innovative ways other states have funded
road improvements. Cordoning tolls where
an admission charge is applied to cars – to
control congestion, has been tried in states
like NY (Manhattan) “and there was a backlash. We worried that if we put it in a central
downtown district people would stop visiting,” said Steudle.
Continued on the next page.
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Above printed with permission from MDOT: Report: Michigan Forward: Continuing Our
Comeback
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MSRB Continued from Page 1

I

n addition to writing rules for financial professionals, the MSRB
educates municipal market participants and facilitates access to
information. Over the past year,
the MSRB has developed a number
of resources and tools to increase
knowledge in the market and the
use of data on the EMMA® website.
State and local governments are a
key audience and the MSRB has
created a State and Local Government Toolkit, with new educational videos, documents and information.
A key long-term priority for the
MSRB is to make the EMMA website accessible to all users. “We are
making EMMA more useable and
more friendly for issuers and the
public,” Ritta said, pointing to enhanced search functionality and
the ability for issuers to establish
a single, consolidated account that
allows multiple staff members to
submit disclosure documents to
EMMA.
Jennifer highlighted another
EMMA tool for issuers, the EMMA
Trade Monitor, which allows issuers to export data from EMMA
about secondary market trading
activity. “EMMA is a resource for
state and local governments looking to monitor their trades and see
how other bonds are trading,” she
said.
“A theme we hear from state and
local governments is how EMMA

helps them when they are issuing
bonds. The website was developed
before the MSRB had a mandate to
protect state and local governments.
Now that we have that as part of our
mission, we see EMMA as both a
resource for issuers and a method
for complying with continuing disclosure. We will continue to develop
content and features that are useful for state and local governments
both for disclosure and issuance.”
A new EMMA tool to assist issuers
with complying with their disclosure obligations is the financial disclosure email reminder service. The
free email reminders from EMMA
help alert issuers to approaching
quarterly or annual filing deadlines
for financial disclosure documents.
Recent Securities and Exchange
Commission enforcement activity involving the West Clark School
District and other state and local issuers continues to draw attention to
disclosure noncompliance.
“The MSRB is interested in being a resource for making good and
timely disclosure and with what we
have in our toolkit and what we offer as reminders through EMMA,
we hope many will take advantage
and fulfill their disclosure obligations,” Jennifer said.
The MSRB continues to add to the
set of resources in its online toolkits so both the issuer and investor
communities can find useful information housed in one place. For example, a new series of investor education videos explain what to expect
8
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from a broker when buying or selling municipal bonds.
Ritta, who leads the MSRB’s efforts
to develop educational resources
and facilitate dialogue among market participants about issues affecting the market, noted that much
more is planned for the future.
“Over the course of the next year
and in the coming months, we will
provide additional resources and
information that will be distributed to state and local governments
and investors,” she said. “Information is power, and as a regulator for
the market, we want to make sure
people have objective information
about how the market operates, and
what are the rules and roles of professionals in that marketplace. It is
essential for us to do this.”
The MSRB is also developing a completely new way to find information
about an issuer on EMMA. Currently, all information on EMMA is
organized by CUSIP number, which
can present a challenge for users
who may want to browse the website
for information on municipal securities offered in their area.
This fall, EMMA will display the
securities on EMMA in a regional
format to allow for browsing, sorting and finding information by region or locality.
“For example, if someone wants to
see all the bonds for a certain city,
they will be able to drill down to the
local level in any state,” Jennifer said.
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“This format will help both investors and issuers with accessing needed iinformation.” The ongoing EMMA
enhancements share a common goal. “We want to remind people of the purpose of EMMA, which is transparency,”
Ritta said. “EMMA is the central repository for the municipal market.” [printed with permission of MSRB staff]

Helpful MSRB Links

• MSRB Invester Toolkit
• How The Market Works
• Investor Education Center
• About Continuing Disclosure
Documents
• Video - What to Expect from Your
Broker
• Toolkit for Issuers

To view the latest GFOA training schedule visit: GFOA Training Schedule
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“MAC Quarterly” is a newsletter written for Municipal Advisory Council of Michigan members and business
associates. If you have questions you would like discussed in the newsletter, please contact the MAC office. We will
answer your questions or find an expert to address the topic and share the information with you in a future issue.
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